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Meet our new products

NEREBY
Kitchen storage

UNDVIKA
Baby monitor

LEN/LENAST
Baby’s bed linen

NORDMÄRKE
Wireless charger

KASKADGRAN
Cushion

VÄGTÅG
Quilt cover

FNITTRIG
Vases

RÅDFRÅGA
Decoration, set of 3

ÄLVSTARR
Lampshade

RÖDASK
Rug

VÅRFINT
Tray

SINARP/HASSLARP
Kitchen fronts

RUDSTA
Glass-door cabinet

BJÖRKÅSEN
Laptop stand

LINNEBÄCK
Easy chair
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A warm welcome
to February at IKEA
The days are still chilly in many parts of the world, but the 
energy and excitement of springtime is already in full bloom. 
The latest arrivals at IKEA are a tribute to this season: both its 
lighter, fresher colour palette and the closeness to nature that 
we miss in the winter months. From laptop stands to cabinets 
and vases, elegant simplicity is the golden thread throughout. 
Clean lines and uncomplicated forms allow functions or 
materials, and often both, to be in focus. Keep an eye out for 
natural fibres like birch, bamboo and rattan.

The best bit of spring is the anticipation of new things to come, 
and the essence of this range is no different. Ready to step 
inside and see for yourself? Inspiration awaits!
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PH176051

LINNEBÄCK Easy chair

Designed for (and by) the many people
LINNEBÄCK easy chair is the result of an exciting 
design collaboration between IKEA and our customers 
in Sweden, Denmark and China. Why? Because we 
understand that the people who know our products best 
are those who live with them every day. By listening to 
their needs and acting on their feedback, we were able 
to create a comfortable, stylish and budget-conscious 
chair that’s a breeze to bring home.

LINNEBÄCK easy chair 39,99 Vissle dark grey  
404.654.41
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A true all-rounder
Our customers told us that high quality, great style 
and a low price were important. LINNEBÄCK easy 
chair delivers all three. It’s a chair designed with 
time-enduring looks and long-lasting materials, 
at a price that as many people as possible will be 
able to afford.

LINNEBÄCK easy chair 39,99 Vissle dark grey 
404.654.41

PH176052
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From feedback to finished product
At the Shanghai store alone, 100 IKEA customers 
were interviewed. From this, the product 
development team got all the input they needed 
to finalise the design of LINNEBÄCK and see if it 
truly addressed customers’ needs. 

The team investigated both the general perception 
of the chair to understand where and how it 
would be used, as well as details of the specific 
prototypes to learn about size, form, material and 
price expectations.

“It’s always best to ask, 
instead of assuming what 
customers want.” 
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PH176079

BJÖRKÅSEN Laptop stand

The wherever, whenever workspace
BJÖRKÅSEN laptop stand creates a compact, comfortable 
working environment for a range of activities, thanks 
to its tiltable surface and adjustable heights. It’s light 
enough to move around and small enough to hide when 
not in use, making it a really smart choice for homes low 
on space.

BJÖRKÅSEN laptop stand 19,99 904.678.38
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PH176080

Make it work for you
Whether you’re trying to conquer that spreadsheet 
due next Tuesday, or Beethoven’s Violin Sonata 
No. 9, this laptop stand is all about flexible and 
comfortable use, whatever it is you’re working on. 
And, with the built-in cup holder, there’s always 
space for a freshly-brewed cuppa. You’ve earned it!

BJÖRKÅSEN laptop stand 19,99 904.678.38

PH176081
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PH176053

RUDSTA Glass-door cabinet

Your attention, please
Sleek, lightweight proportions in a fresh turquoise 
colour make the RUDSTA cabinet an eye-catching home
for those personal items that deserve to be admired 
daily. Its price will be turning heads too!

RUDSTA glass-door cabinet 79,99 204.501.34
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Take a closer look
There’s just something about this cabinet that 
draws you in; inviting you to come and see what’s 
on display. When you do, you’ll be rewarded with 
a clearer view of some seriously smart details – 
like the magnetic back panel, cable-managing 
cleverness and padlock-compatible door handle.

RUDSTA glass-door cabinet 79,99 204.501.34

PH176057
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PH176054
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PH176082

SINARP/HASSLARP Kitchen fronts

Feast your eyes
Great food is all about quality and attention to detail, 
and kitchens are no different. SINARP/HASSLARP is a 
new family of kitchen fronts and doors in a dark wood 
expression, teaming up for a dramatic and refined finish.

HASSLARP door 53,-/each Brown patterned 904.047.80 
SINARP door 34,-/each Brown 704.041.54
Handles sold separately.
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PH176089

Every kitchen is one of a kind
SINARP doors and fronts bring together a rich 
brown oak veneer with a solid wood edge. The 
natural variations of colour and grain in the wood 
are always embraced, and mean no two kitchens 
will be exactly alike.

SINARP door 34,-/each 704.041.54  
Handles sold separately.
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Delicious details
You’ll know when you’ve spotted a HASSLARP door, 
thanks to its bold chevron pattern in varying tones 
of warm, dark wood. It’s a simple, yet unexpected 
way to add a burst of extra flavour to the kitchen.

HASSLARP door 53,-/each Brown patterned 
904.047.80

PH176090
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PH176086

VÅRFINT Tray

Making time for little moments
Available for a limited time only, VÅRFINT tray is made 
from peeled rattan and bamboo, and embodies everyday 
beauty with a handcrafted feel. Its base features an 
eye-catching fishbone pattern, with handles created 
from a single, rounded hoop that make it easy to carry 
wherever you need it.

VÅRFINT tray 9,99 104.812.25
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PH176087

Not just lovely to look at 
We love the organic, crafted feeling that bamboo 
brings, but there are many more reasons why this 
natural material gets our vote. Did you know that 
bamboo is stronger and more flexible than most types 
of wood, thanks to its longer fibres? It even produces 
twice as much oxygen as other wood species, and is 
one of the world’s fastest-growing  
raw materials.

VÅRFINT tray 9,99 104.812.25
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PH176056

RÖDASK Rug

Fashion for your floor
RÖDASK rug is all about the details. It has been jacquard-
woven in cotton for an interesting, tactile structure, 
while the contemporary graphic pattern warms and 
softens any space. It’s an easy-going companion for all 
types of flooring, even those with underfloor heating.

Complete the look
Take the bold expression of this rug one step further 
by pairing it with RÖDASK curtain and RÖDASK cushion 
cover.

RÖDASK rug, flatwoven 49,99 104.876.23
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PH176059

Softer underfoot – with lower impact
Here’s proof that making a bold style statement 
and being mindful of the planet can go hand in 
hand. RÖDASK rug is made from a soft yet hard-
wearing blend of cotton and cotton-chenille from 
more sustainable sources, and nothing more. 
With no backing, it’s easy to fold and put away 
when not in use.

RÖDASK rug, flatwoven 49,99 104.876.23

PH176060
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PH176060
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PH176061

ÄLVSTARR Lampshade

Diva? No doubt!
ÄLVSTARR lampshade is anything but low key – and 
that’s the best thing about it. Its ultra-modern, wavy 
shape is levelled up with a double-sided chrome finish. 
Put together, you get a lamp that dances with the light 
before directing it down – giving the room an inviting, 
atmospheric effect. Dare to hang it over your table, or let 
it shine as a showpiece in your living room.

ÄLVSTARR lampshade 30,- 604.040.98
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PH176067

Drama-free assembly
For designer Paulin Machado, creating an 
intricate, attention-grabbing lamp wasn’t enough. 
It also needed to ship well and be easy for 
customers to assemble on their own. As a result, 
ÄLVSTARR comes as just four flat pieces, which are 
easily connected using nothing but hook and loop 
fasteners. Clever!

ÄLVSTARR lampshade 30,- 604.040.98
PH176062
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Fashion meets home furnishing
Designer Paulin Machado’s background in textiles 
was a great influence on ÄLVSTARR. The initial 
prototypes of the lamp were made using fabric 
and paper, just like garment-making, as Machado 
explored ways to create the lamp’s dramatic shape 
and volume.

“ÄLVSTARR feels both retro 
and futuristic at the same 
time, and looks just as great 
even when the light isn’t on!”
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Paulin Machado / designer



PH176088

RÅDFRÅGA Decoration, set of 3

Easy hide, easier seek 
This spring, we’re saying farewell to the days of hunting 
high and low for the little things we often lose track of.  
Enter these eggs: an endearing parking spot for your 
tiniest treasures. Ideal for the night stand, desk or coffee 
table (or anywhere, really!), they come in three sizes and 
colours with a playful, speckled finish.

RÅDFRÅGA decoration, set of 3 9,99 304.663.18
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Open for a surprise
Jewellery, coins, keys? A special something for 
someone special? Use these decorative eggs to 
hold whatever you hold dear, or on their own as 
adorable ornaments. Lovely for spring and the rest 
of the year too.

RÅDFRÅGA decoration, set of 3 9,99 304.663.18

PH176068
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PH176069.jPg

FNITTRIG Vases

Time to shine
Let’s be honest: regular white and grey just wouldn’t 
have been quite as fun as the iridescent glaze on the 
two new FNITTRIG vases. The high-gloss surface reflects 
different colours from different angles – giving the vases 
a fresh, mother-of-pearl finish that’s hard to look away 
from.

FNITTRIG vases H17cm 7,99/each 804.795.25   
H26cm 9,99/each 504.795.22
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Pick your blooms, pick your vase
FNITTRIG vases reference classic mid-century 
forms, with bold proportions that make them 
as impactful on their own as they are filled with 
your favourite flowers. The tall grey vase is ideal 
for long-stemmed varieties like lilies, while the 
white vase is best for tulips and other shorter-
stemmed blooms.

FNITTRIG vases H17cm 7,99/each 804.795.25   
H26cm 9,99/each 504.795.22

PH176071

PH176070
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PH176093

VÄGTÅG Quilt cover and 
2 pillowcases

Dreaming of times gone by
We know the pattern on this cotton, Japanese-inspired 
bed linen will hold its beauty over time, because it 
already has! The design is a reference to prints seen on 
vintage kimonos, and even mimics the traditional ikat 
dying technique that gives “kasuri” textiles their distinctly 
blurred or brushed appearance.

VÄGTÅG quilt cover and 2 pillowcases 22,99  
504.822.80
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In touch with tradition
There was a time, not too long ago, when natural 
materials were the only materials. With buttons 
made from wood and 100% cotton from more 
sustainable sources, this bed linen is a nod to the 
ways of the good old days.

VÄGTÅG quilt cover and 2 pillowcases 22,99 
504.822.80

PH176092
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PH176072

KASKADGRAN Cushion

Springtime is switch-things-up time
KASKADGRAN cushion brings the feeling of spring into 
your home at a low price. Its fan motif takes inspiration 
from classical Japanese pattern design, in a grey-
turquoise hue that makes you think of warm days and a 
fresh ocean breeze. Pair with KASKADGRAN bed linen to 
complete the look.

KASKADGRAN cushion 4,99/each 004.866.81
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Mindfully made
That oh-so-soft filling inside KASKADGRAN 
cushion? 100% recycled polyester. Better yet, the 
cover is made of 100% cotton which, as with all 
IKEA cotton, is from more sustainable sources. 
Double thumbs up! 

KASKADGRAN cushion 4,99 004.866.81

PH176073
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PH176094

NORDMÄRKE Wireless charger

Tech that’s in touch with its softer side
We love what devices and gadgets can do for our lives, 
but not always how they look in our homes. That’s 
why NORDMÄRKE textile wireless charger was cleverly 
designed with a fabric cover, which gives it a softer look 
that blends into the room around it.

NORDMÄRKE wireless charger 7,99 Grey 304.729.89
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PH176096

Wireless charging for colour lovers
Device? Yes. Decor? Also yes. Available in dark 
grey, green and pink, NORDMÄRKE wireless 
chargers don’t make you choose between function 
and fun – ideal for keeping out on display.

NORDMÄRKE wireless charger 7,99/each  
Pink 604.929.38  Grey 304.729.89  Green 
104.841.44  LILLHULT USB type A to USB type C 
cord 3,99/each Light pink 504.929.10  Dark grey 
104.838.61  Grey-turquoise 204.729.99

PH176095
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PH176415

Why go wireless?
Messy cables, no more! NORDMÄRKE wireless 
charger offers a neat, elegant solution for 
charging that you can place on surfaces 
throughout the home. It delivers up to 5W of 
power to any Qi-compatible phone and is powered 
through a USB-C port.

NORDMÄRKE wireless charger 7,99/each Grey 
304.729.89  LILLHULT USB type A to USB type C 
cord 3,99/each Dark grey 104.838.61

PH176095
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PH176074

LEN/LENAST Baby’s bed linen

Oh, starry night
LEN/LENAST collection of cot-sized quilt covers and 
pillow cases are both timeless and ageless, with the 
option of a dot or crescent-moon pattern in easy-to-
coordinate grey and white. 

One colour fits all
The gender-neutral nursery is a fast-growing trend that 
looks set to stay, and it’s not hard to see why. As homes 
and budgets get smaller, long-lasting baby products that 
can blend in, or be passed down, make great sense.

LENAST quilt cover/pillowcase for cot 12,99 
Dot pattern 604.889.36
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PH176076

Someone’s getting sleepy...
Let’s crank up the cuddle factor! Knitted from 
100% cotton, LEN blanket in grey feels extra soft 
and snuggly on baby’s skin – with no harmful 
substances or chemicals. Zero. Thanks to its 
durability and classic knit, this is a blanket that you 
can hold onto far beyond little one’s babyhood.

LEN quilt cover/pillowcase for cot 5,99 
204.889.43  LEN blanket 9,99 Grey 004.890.00

PH176075
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PH176077

UNDVIKA Baby monitor

In safe hands
UNDVIKA baby monitor has been created with the great 
design and high safety standards that parents around 
the world have come to expect from the Children’s IKEA 
range. It pairs clean, uncomplicated design with all the 
functions needed to keep an eye (or should we say ear!) 
on your baby.

The simplicity you want, the smartness you need
UNDVIKA baby monitor comes as two simple 
components: a fixed baby unit and portable parent 
unit. The parent unit fits as snuggly in a pocket as in the 
palm of a hand, but can also be hung from the rubber 
loop. The built-in alert system notifies you right away if 
contact with the baby unit has been lost, while the “talk-
back” button lets you speak to and comfort your baby 
from a distance.

UNDVIKA baby monitor 29,99 804.667.40
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Safe for babies, a lifesaver for parents
The baby unit is just as smart. If you’ve looked high 
and low but can’t find the parent unit? The handy 
“search” button can help with that. When you’re 
not using the parent unit, simply dock it onto the 
baby unit for charging. You’ll also know exactly 
where it is next time!

UNDVIKA baby monitor 29,99 804.667.40

PH176078
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PH176055

NEREBY Kitchen storage

There’s more to kitchen storage than cabinets
Take it from NEREBY, a new family of easy-to-add, yet 
hard-working storage and organisers with a distinctly 
Scandinavian feel. Natural materials like birch and a 
cotton-hemp blend bring warmth and texture, without 
compromising on clean and simple design.

NEREBY hanging storage 5,- 004.915.69
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PH176083

See, grab, cook
So, your cabinet and drawer space is running 
low. Our advice? Put the walls to work! With a 
flexible choice of rails, hooks, organisers, bags and 
more, NEREBY makes it easy to keep your kitchen 
essentials close at hand.

NEREBY hanging storage 5,- 004.915.69  
NEREBY rail 3,- L60cm. 904.763.43 
NEREBY s-hook 2,-/5 pack. 204.763.51

PH176091
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Hemp: a material of many talents
Unbleached and undyed hemp is an ideal textile 
for products like NEREBY. Not only is it durable 
enough for everyday use in the kitchen, but it also 
has a soft and tactile texture that holds its rustic 
charm. Better yet, it’s also a natural material, 
made from a plant that requires much less water 
to grow than cotton.

“The hemp plant has a variety 
of uses, which means virtually 
nothing goes to waste.”
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Charlie Styrbjörn / designer



FNITTRIG vase 7,99 Stoneware. 
Designer: Hanna Crondahl. Ø15, 
H17cm. White 804.795.25

PE799404

FNITTRIG vase 9,99 Stoneware. 
Designer: Hanna Crondahl. Ø13, 
H26cm. Grey 504.795.22

PE799418

RÖDASK cushion cover 7,99 67% 
cotton, 26% viscose/rayon, 7% linen. 
Designer: Jóna Berglind Stefánsdóttir. 
L50×W50cm. Beige 504.866.88

PE787072

RÖDASK room darkening curtains, 
1 pair 49,99 100% polyester. 
Designer: Jóna Berglind Stefánsdóttir. 
W145×L300cm. Beige 504.880.84

PE782728

RÖDASK rug, flatwoven 49,99 100% 
cotton. Designer: Jóna Berglind 
Stefánsdóttir. W133×L195cm. Light 
brown 104.876.23

PE789140

PE783570

KASKADGRAN cushion 4,99 The 
cushion has the same pattern on both 
sides. Cover: 100% cotton. Filling: 
recycled polyester. Grey-turquoise/
white 004.866.81

PE786884

ÄLVSTARR lampshade 30,- Lamp 
base and cord set are sold separately. 
Plastic, steel and 100% polyester. 
Designer: Paulin Machado. Ø51cm. 
Chrome effect 604.040.98

PE802867

LINNEBÄCK easy chair 39,99 Cover: 
35% cotton, 65% polyester. Designer: 
Jonas Hultqvist. W55×D69.5, H72.4cm. 
Orrsta olive-green 304.872.26

PE791910

LINNEBÄCK easy chair 39,99 Cover: 
35% cotton, 65% polyester. Designer: 
Jonas Hultqvist. W55×D69.5, H72.4cm. 
Orrsta light grey 704.872.29

PE791908

LINNEBÄCK easy chair 39,99 Cover: 
100% polyester. Designer: Jonas 
Hultqvist. W55×D69.5, H72.4cm. Vissle 
dark grey 404.654.41

PE791909

KASKADGRAN quilt cover and 
pillowcase 9,99 100% cotton. Quilt 
cover W150×L200cm. Pillowcase 
L50×W60cm. White/light turquoise 
204.823.14
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SINARP door 34,- Clear lacquered oak 
veneer and solid wood. W40×H80cm. 
Brown 704.041.54

PE797066

HASSLARP door 53,- Clear 
lacquered oak veneer and solid 
oak. W40×H80cm. Brown patterned 
904.047.80

PE796312

JÄSNING proofing/bread basket 
9,99 60% cotton, 40% linen and rattan. 
Designer: Shawn Sowers. Ø22, H9cm. 
104.801.36

PE791590

VÅRFINT tray 9,99 Bamboo and 
rattan. Designer: Hanna Klarqvist. 
W47×L32cm. 104.812.25

PE795944

PE795921

NEREBY rail 3,- Powder coated steel 
and clear lacquered solid birch. 
Designer: Charlie Styrbjörn. L60cm. 
904.763.43

PE788575

NEREBY hanging organiser for 
accessories 5,- 80% cotton, 20% 
hemp. Designer:  Charlie Styrbjörn. 
Natural 804.672.97

PE796761

NEREBY container 3,- 80% cotton, 
20% hemp. Designer:  Charlie 
Styrbjörn. Natural 904.290.97

PE795928

NEREBY hanging storage 5,- 80% 
cotton, 20% hemp. Designer:  Charlie 
Styrbjörn. Natural 004.915.69

PE796759

NEREBY bag 5,- 80% cotton, 20% 
hemp. Designer: Charlie Styrbjörn. 
Natural 504.667.32

PE795934

NEREBY wall shelf 5,- Powder coated 
steel and clear lacquered solid 
birch. Designer: Charlie Styrbjörn. 
W40.3×D12.2, H9.9cm. 904.659.24

RÅDFRÅGA decoration, set of 3 9,99 
Can be stacked inside one another to 
save room when storing. Stoneware. 
Designer: Lisa Reiser. Brown/grey/
white 304.663.18

PE799433
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PE782450

LEN blanket 9,99 100% cotton. 
Designer: Ida Pettersson Preutz. 
W70×L90cm. Grey 004.890.00

PE786722

LEN quilt cover/pillowcase for 
cot 5,99 100% cotton. Designer: 
Ida Pettersson Preutz. Quilt 
cover W110×L125cm. Pillowcases 
L55×W35cm. 204.889.43

PE786714

LENAST quilt cover/pillowcase for 
cot 12,99 100% cotton. Designer: 
Ida Pettersson Preutz. Quilt 
cover W110×L125cm. Pillowcases 
L55×W35cm. White 304.923.03

PE786716

LENAST quilt cover/pillowcase for 
cot 12,99 80% cotton, 20% viscose/
rayon. Designer: Ida Pettersson 
Preutz. Quilt cover W110×L125cm. 
Pillowcases L55×W35cm. Dot pattern 
604.889.36

PE786718

VÄGTÅG quilt cover and 
2 pillowcases 22,99 100% cotton. 
Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases 
L50×W60cm. White/dark brown 
504.822.80

PE781746

UNDVIKA baby monitor 29,99 
Polycarbonate/ABS plastic. Designer: 
A Karlsson/K Ivarsson. White/grey 
804.667.40

NORDMÄRKE wireless charger 7,99 
Polycarbonate/ABS plastic and silicone 
rubber. Ø9cm. Pink 604.929.38

PE786355

NORDMÄRKE wireless charger 7,99 
Polycarbonate/ABS plastic and silicone 
rubber. Ø9cm. Green 104.841.44

PE777941

NORDMÄRKE wireless charger 7,99 
Polycarbonate/ABS plastic and silicone 
rubber. Ø9cm. Grey 304.729.89

PE778828

LILLHULT USB type A to USB type C 
cord 3,99 Polyester and rubber. L1.5m. 
Light pink 504.929.10

PE792295

LILLHULT USB type A to USB type C 
cord 3,99 Polyester and rubber. L1.5m. 
Grey-turquoise 204.729.99

PE787917

LILLHULT USB type A to USB type C 
cord 3,99 Polyester and rubber. L1.5m. 
Dark grey 104.838.61

PE775144
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